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In connection with the determination of polarographic diffusion coefficients by a 
_modified Cottrell technique 3 it w-as considered necessary to re-determine indepen- 
dently the‘diffusion coefficient of cadmium ion in 0-1 111 KCL. The method chosen was 
one first employed by GF~.+HAM~ since this technique would allow an absolute deter- 
mination of the diffusion coefficient. 

EXPERI&fENT_kL 

The experimental equipment consisted of a cylindrical tube closed at one end and 

fiue’d xtith a solution containing the. substance in question. This was carefully sub- 
‘merged below the level of a large outer reservoir of liquid initially containing none 
df the subs&nce. Diffusion Shen takes place from the inner solution into the outer 
reservoir. The diffusion was terminated at the end of two or three days and an analysis 
of the outer solution made, to determine the amount of substance diffused out of 
the inner tube: 

A &ss vial 3.59 cm in length and with an internal dismeter of 1.43 cm was used 
.as the diffusion cell. The open end was ground with carbomndum to give a flat 
edger The diffusion cell waS attached to a glass rod which could slide smoothly through 
a length !of glass tubing insorted in a rubber stopper cover. 
: ~~-IuIow& volume of- temperature-equilibrated 0.1 _M KC1 solution was pipetted 
itit6 a clean, dry xw-ml beaicer: and the diffusion cell fiIled with a 2.39 mM solution 
of 6+lmiunr &loride dissolved in the same KC1 solution_ The open end of the diffusion 
cell whs ke& abti.ve the level 6f .the outer potassium chloride solution while the entire 
appa&s .-‘x&s all&wed to equilibrate with the constant temperature bath. The 
teuipertiture we%-kept_ constant -at’ ~5.60 -&o.o~” and the entire system insulated 
ag~t-~br~tio_no After approximately one hour, -the diffusion cell was slowly-and 
-&refully- lo_yered:into t-he potassium chloride solution_ Diffusic% was alfowed to 
ta@ plticefr_om~1~3_&yls; z&r-which -time the cell wzis carefully removed, the outer 
-KC1 sclution s&-red+rd a s&mple.of thisremo;edfor analysis:The analyticalmeasure- 
&e&s I w&ire r&d& p&rograph.i&.& with a Fisher- Elecdropode. The ga,&nometer -. 
scale- ar&shu&s -cif_ the elecdropcde-had been previously calibrated. Three- trials were 
*ade_ 
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If the volume of the outer KC1 solution is sufficiently large, the concentration of 
cadmium ion at the open end of the diffusion cell may be considered equal to zero. 
This system then corresponds to that of linear diffusion out of a cylinder, and can 
be described by the following relationship”: 

rl,,z = ZJCo(DJ/,7) ‘12 

where Am is the number of moles of cadmium ion which have diffused into the outer 
KC1 solution in time, t(sec) ; CO (moles/cm3) is the initial concentration of cadmium 
ion in the diffusion cell; _-I (cm’), the cross-sectional area of the cell and D (cmz/sec), 
the diffusion coefficient_ The values obtained for the diffusion coefficient are listed 
in Table I. 

TABLE 1 

DII;FUSIOS COEFFICIEST OF CXDJIIUM 

TYid 

I 
1 

3 

1 D 

(set - ro-5) (C?Tl~~SPC - 105) 

2.96 O-77’ 
1.76 0_$35 
o.SGg OS37 

These D-values are approsimately IO”/& g-r eater than the value at infinite dilution 
of 0.720 x IO-” cm?/sec calculated from the Nernst relation and experimental values 
obtained by other investigators a.5.6 for this ion. This large discrepancy suggests 
that the transport of cadmium from the inner diffusion cell to the outer solution 
may involve some initial mixing in addition to diffusion_ almost of the mixing probably 
occurs when the inner cell is first submerged below the level of the outer solution_ 

The equation predicts that, in the absence of any initial mixing, a plot of Am 

I I I I 
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Fig. I. Linear relation betw-een Am and tf_ 
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against tfi should yield a straight line which passes through the origin at zero time. 
A slight amount-of mixing is unavoidable in such boundary formations; however, 
this would result in the curve intersecting the Ant axis at zero time. Assuming that 
t&e same amount of substance is transported out of the diffusion cell each time it is 
submerged, then the intercept on the Am axis should correspond to the amount of 
cadmium ion transported acros the boundary solely by initial mixing. Such a plot 
$s shown in Fig. I. The observed linearity of dnz with $5 supports the assumption 
thlat substantially the same amount of substance was lost initially in a.ll three trial+ 
This corresponds to 0.31: x IO--~ moles of CdZ+. TJsing this value, the number of 
moles of cadmium transported by diffusion alone was determined and a new value 
for D calculated. These are shown in Table 2. 

DIFFUSIOS COEFFICIEXT VAT_UES OBT.4ISED AFTER CORRECTI0i.i FOR ISITI_4L AZI_XISG 

TYial 
?Jz(zc?lcoYr.) 

(4noks - roe] 
rp2(COJ’Y..) 

(ntoles - roe) 
D(covr.) 

(GJIZySeC - IOS) 

I 6.28 5.97 0.696 

2 4.89 4-58 0.6S8 

3 3-5.5 3-23 o-694 

The_ agreement between the three individual D-values is considerably improved 
and the average value of 0.693 x 10-5 cm2ifsec is more in accord with values pre- 
viousIyreponted_ Table 3 lists the D-values obtained for cadmium ion by other investi- 
gators using a vakiety of methods_ 

TABLE 3 

DDFFUSION COEFFIiXENT VALUES FOR Cd"+ IX 0.1 &f KC1 AT 2z" OBTAIKED BY DIFFERENT 

INVESTIGATORS 

_l? 
(cm2/sec - 105) 

Method Invesligulor 

0.693 
o-700 

o-71 7 
0.720 

Graham D. J_ >fACERO 

Diaphragm cell C. I;. RULFS~ 

Cottrell &ethod BI. GON ST~XELBERG,~~ aZ.6 

Chronopotentiometry c. N. REILLEY. eb al.4 

.The value o-;700 &o.i[)13 x x0-5 cmz/sec which represents a weighted average of 
the- diff&n, coefficient vahres J&ted in Table 3. was selected as the best available 
-v&l&e-fokthe diffus~on‘coefficient of cadmium ion in 0.x iW KC1 at ~5”. - _ 

_ SUMM&.R+ 

_ ‘.Tfie---~~* - ggn ,cbeffkient of c_ad.mium~ ion in 0.1 2lk potassium chloride at ~5” was .&$..& b 

~a-~~~ia d .*e- 2% 
__ y ‘&n absohiteWmethriri. %r&ight calculations usi@ the equation derived by 
w&q& W&&&Gw~kre.too high when compared to the’inf.inite dilution value 

ofi-:oi~+G%q k&+& &.. - _ Iti‘ .f correc on . dr- iiG$izil k&king --iv& made $GcWh fielded 
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more reasonable values for D_ The value of 0.700 x 10-5 cmz/sec which represents a 
weighted average of the diffusion coefficient values obtained in this and other investi- 
gations was selected as the best available value for the diffusion coefficient of cad- 
mium ion in 0.1 M KC1 at 25”. 
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